Leviton smart load center

Take residential power to new heights with the feature-rich Leviton Load Center. Using Wi-Fi
connectivity, a central data hub and the most intelligent circuit breakers available on the market
today, the Leviton Load Center offers unparalleled control for effortless energy management.
What's a smart home without a smart circuit breaker? Leviton smart circuit breakers work
together with the panel's data hub to securely communicate information to your home router.
Using the My Leviton app installed on a smartphone or tablet, users can view real time energy
consumption, know when and why a circuit breaker has tripped, receive remote notifications
and firmware updates, and even remotely turn off a branch circuit breaker to shed loads.
Ground-fault and dual-function circuit breakers exceed UL safety standards. Easy-to-read LEDs
help communicate trip condition and type of fault. Are you a Builder Contractor Other. Canada
United States of America. Yes, please have a Leviton Load Center Specialist contact me. Smart
Breaker Brochure. Load Center Brochure. Load Center Brochure Spanish. Load Center Line
Card. Load Center Line Card Spanish. Load Center Overview. Load Center Overview Spanish.
Indoor Load Center Spec Sheet. Outdoor Load Center Spec Sheet. All rights reserved. As a
homeowner, there are many responsibilities that you have. One of these is keeping the interior
of your home safe, including your electrical wiring. Since you're not likely a professional
electrician , you'll need to hire a professional to handle any of the electrical work in your home.
If you feel your current circuit breaker is unsafe, you're simply looking to upgrade your breaker
box, or you need a new one installed, then you may want to learn a little about the Leviton Load
Center. The Leviton Load Center is a brand new intelligent circuit breaker system. It allows for
all the regular functioning of a circuit box, but it's integrated with top of the line technology. It
has optional internet connectivity and an all plug-on design that allows for easy installation.
You'll love the numerous safety features that come along with this electrical circuit breaker that
exceed the UL standards of safety. You'll never find energy management quite as easy with any
other load center. A Little History On Leviton Before you buy any brand product, it helps to
understand the reputation the brand holds. Leviton has been known in the electrical industry for
over years now. They've developed an unparalleled reputation of innovation alongside safety
for all their electrical products. With the recent introduction of smart technology into their
products, they're becoming the new leader in electrical panels. The Clear Benefits Of This Smart
Technology Electrical Panel Leviton has crafted a very smart electrical panel that is becoming
the new norm for homeowners, builders, and contractors alike. With no real other electrical
circuit breaker on the market like it, it's truly one of a kind technology. Here are some of the
clear benefits you'll gain from having this type of electrical panel installed in your home. More
Safety Tripping is a way to ensure that the electricity is shut off when surges occur. With the
hydraulic-magnetic trip technology that Leviton has crafted, precise tripping is very effective. It
doesn't matter what the environmental temperatures are, this system will trip regardless when
needed. This means that if there is an arc fault or ground fault, the breaker won't reset.
Approachability Right off of the bat, you'll notice easier switching with Leviton's unique
rocker-style actuators. The color indicators in the actuator handles will help you or your local
electrician to see what's operational at one swift glance. There's no more need to stare at the
switches for minutes to determine which one is currently tripped. Instead of the traditional black
or grey breakers, this panel sports sleek white colored circuit breakers. This panel comes with
intuitive LEDs that work to alert you of tripped breakers quickly. Depending on the model that
you decide to purchase, you can have an all-white exterior or optional observational window, so
you won't even have to open the panel door to see what tripped. Easy Installation While you
may not be installing your own wiring, the price to do so will highly depend on the amount of
work required. The more time your local electrician has to put into installing your panel, the
more money it's going to cost you. With Leviton, you can ensure that your electrician will have a
very easy install that won't take them too much time. Therefore, you'll be saving yourself some
money with this type of panel box. The wires going into the box for this system can be easily
terminated at the custom lugs on the panel. This means the wires can be installed without the
circuit breakers installed. This means the final installation will simply be plugging in the circuit
breakers. You'll never have to worry about pigtails on this circuit breaker. This also comes with
convenient notches that stamp down the cable ties for neat wiring installation. It's the only
residential circuit breaker that has entirely plug-on technology. With the neutral and hot wires
terminating at the custom lugs along the breaker panel, the circuit breakers simply get plugged
in later. This eliminates the need for pigtails. This means no excess wires hanging around your
breaker box and causing safety concerns. They bring a lot of their own technology to these
panels that make them highly unique to the market. Let's take a closer look at some of the
technology features each one of these panel boxes brings to the residential homeowner who
has one installed. These boxes have reset lockout technology. This means that if there is an arc
fault or a ground fault currently present in the system, the reset switch will not work.

Hydraulic-Magnetic Trip Technology Their hydraulic-magnetic trip technology has exceeded the
expectations of many in the industry. This allows circuit breakers to operate in the most
extreme of temperatures. The wide range this load center covers is negative 40 degrees celsius
to 85 degrees celsius. This means peace of mind for any homeowner regardless of where they
live. This also makes Leviton panels great for garages and other outdoor areas. LED
Diagnostics Figuring out what breaker tripped and the type of fault that occurred is easier than
ever with this specific load center. It sports LEDs that make it super simple to see what has
tripped. The LEDs will remain lit with their customized line-side power feature. You'll easily be
able to identify the type of fault that you're dealing with whether it be AF or GF. My Leviton
Mobile App Technology. One of the most unique features about this type of panel is the Leviton
Application that links up to your box. You can view real-time energy usage data broken down by
day, month, week, or year. This will help you to calculate what your monthly energy costs will
likely be. You can also control any circuit remotely from your phone. The system status is
always available so that you can detect when critical loads on your system need to be
addressed by you or a trained electrician. You can receive alerts and updates about circuit
breaker trips, loads not drawing any power for an extended period of time, and loads that are
currently on. Firmware updates can easily be installed through your My Leviton Application.
Most sport a light grey exterior that is easy to identify by any homeowner. However, the Leviton
brand has changed the way that the load center looks. Now, it brings its own aesthetic appeal to
your home. The all-white panel box allows for a more modern and sleek look. With the optional
clear panel cover, you can easily evaluate any tripped conditions with a glance. The iconic
rocker handle alongside the LED lights allows for easy reading of the load center for the
average homeowner. You'll notice a more comfortable user experience with this particular load
center as compared to others on the market. Clements Electric Texas is a proud dealer of
Leviton Load Center circuit breakers and we would love the opportunity to install one in your
residential home or office. If you have questions about Leviton and want to see what this
system can do for you, then please contact Clements Electric or book online today! Recent
Posts. Dealing With An Electrical Fire. Electrical Panel Replacement. Troubleshooting Electrical
Issues. Electrical Repair Services. Parking Lot Lighting Specialists. December 1 1 post
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January 1 1 post December 1 1 post. Follow Us. Leviton Indoor Load Centers feature a white
enclosure 1 housing white circuit breakers for a modern, appealing unit. An optional
observation window in the cover 1 allows at-a-glance operating status of all circuit breakers.
Learn more. All plug-on design increases job site efficiency and provides ample room for hands
to move and work freely 2. Precision trip technology ensures precise tripping even in extreme
temperature ranges 4. As the leader in home electrical safety, Leviton delivers GFCI circuit
breaker protection that exceeds UL requirements, locking users out if ground-fault protection is
lost. Leviton delivers the fastest installing and most advanced circuit breaker panel on the
market. Our easy all plug-on design 2 speeds up installation, saving valuable time and
increasing productivity. The all-white indoor circuit breaker box with optional observation
window 1 is just the beginning. Leviton offers Thermal Magnetic and Hydraulic Magnetic
breakers; the key difference between these technologies is how they react to overloads. The
Leviton Load Center is an innovative residential electrical circuit breaker panel that offers
contractors and homeowners an easy to install, safe and approachable solution to home energy
management. Leviton offers the fastest installing circuit breakers available on the market today,
saving builders and contractors on installation time and increasing jobsite efficiency. Trim-out
is also the fastest on the market - circuit breakers up to 60A feature a no-pigtail, fully plug-on
design, so the entire panel, up to 60A using copper wire, can be wired at rough-in. At trim-out,
simply plug on the breaker to complete the circuit. Smart circuit breakers install the same as
our standard circuit breakers along with our single data hub installed at the panel. The system
automatically discovers and connects each of the smart circuit breakers through the My Leviton
app. In some competitive circuit breakers, the current path is located more toward the back
plane. Due to this, these breakers will feel cooler toward the front. The definition of a multi-wire
branch circuit provided by NEC Another important point from this section of Code, is that all
conductors for a multi-wire branch circuit must originate from the same panel. The NEC made a
change in , in section Shared neutrals were quite common in the past so when upgrading a
panel or replacing breakers you may see shared neutrals. To meet the latest version of the NEC,
if AFCI protection is required on the shared neutral circuits being wired, you will be unable to
use a 1-pole AFCI breaker, because in order for the 1-pole AFCI to function properly, you need a

dedicated conductor for the line and neutral. For a multi-wire branch circuit with a shared
neutral, the difference is two-line conductors are used. See Figure below. Each Phase is rated at
V with a common trip. The 2-pole AFCI breaker will monitor and protect two separate circuits
that share a neutral. Leviton continuously builds upon its legacy as an industry leader in safety
innovation. No other circuit breaker on the market provides this level of end-of-life protection.
Users can choose optional internet-connected circuit breakers to enjoy remote energy
management options such as real time monitoring and tracking, remote tripping and system
updates and alerts sent to their smartphones, tablets or desktops via the My Leviton app. This
communication capability helps give homeowners peace of mind that their electrical system is
functioning properly no matter where they are in the world. In addition, access to the My Leviton
app helps contractors securely troubleshoot issues without being in front of the unit itself. You
can easily upgrade a Leviton Load Center by purchasing the Data Hub kit and replacing your
standard breakers with smart circuit breakers. This should be done by a licensed electrician.
The enclosure itself does not change. The app is not currently set up to clearly delineate solar
PV systems. It is a planned feature, however, for future releases. The Data Hub is equipped with
Wi-Fi or ethernet capabilities. In addition, if an internet connection is not available at the time of
installation the panel can be still be configured and paired to a My Leviton app account later.
The name of the app is My Leviton. It is available as a free download on Google Play and the
Apple Store. Yes, there is a web desktop app available in addition to the mobile app. Within the
My Leviton app, homeowners can:. Yes, contractors may be invited as a User to your Residence
via the My Leviton app and they can then set up notifications. Firmware is software that is
utilized by small microcontrollers or processors inside of hardware devices and is usually
designed for specific purposes. With Leviton smart circuit breakers, additional firmware is
embedded to enable metering and communication capabilities. From time to time, Leviton may
push firmware updates to the breaker to improve communication functionality or fix minor
bugs, similar to how a smart phone operates. These kinds of updates do not require user
intervention. This signature can be transmitted to the Leviton cloud, so we can analyze the arc
for future improvements. In one example, a homeowner reports an AFCI trip to their local
electrician. The electrician should then contact Leviton Tech Support to work through all arc
fault troubleshooting procedures. The Data Hub requires a powering breaker to operate;
however, it does not have to be dedicated. You can tap off any 15A or 20A single pole circuit
breaker. While using the My Leviton app, select third party analytic companies may collect
information such as how often you use the My Leviton app and what kind of device and browser
type you use to access the My Leviton app. This information is used to better administer the My
Leviton app and analyze its usage. Leviton does not track its customers over time, and the My
Leviton app does not collect real time information about you or the location of your device. All
communications from devices that connect to the My Leviton app, as well as the My Leviton app
communication to the cloud, are encrypted using industry standards. This is because of the
technology built within the breakers and the additional value they add to the overall system.
Leviton smart circuit breakers have integrated energy management control that monitors
energy consumption and circuit breaker status in real time. Other circuit monitoring solutions
make it possible to do this in less integrated ways by using CTs that are either connected to the
main breaker loads or to individual branch loads. At Leviton, we are always looking at ways to
improve the customer experience and having the ability to gather real time data at the nerve
center of the home affords us a unique opportunity to move forward should we choose. Indoor
enclosures only. For applications up to 60A when using copper wire; or 50A when using
aluminum wire. Home Products Residential Load Centers. What's a smart home without a smart
circuit breaker? In just a few simple steps, you can make your Leviton Load Center smart. Learn
More. At final installation, simply plug on the circuit breaker. Ground-fault and dual-function
circuit breakers exceed UL safety standards 3. Thermal vs. Hydraulic Breakers Leviton offers
Thermal Magnetic and Hydraulic Magnetic breakers; the key difference between these
technologies is how they react to overloads. The Smart Leviton Load Center. Indoor Load
Centers. Breakthrough design features a white enclosure to coordinate with white circuit
breakers. Available with or without observation window. Outdoor Load Centers. Tough,
weather-resistant enclosure utilizing a solid cover housing. Outdoor Meter Main. Provides a
meter socket, main breaker and eight branch circuit breaker spaces. Outdoor All-in-One. Leviton
Meter-Load Center Combination, All-in-One Panels provide a meter socket, main breaker, and
your choice of 30 or 42 branch breaker spaces. Main Circuit Breakers. Branch Circuit Breakers.
Surge Protective Circuit Breakers. Effective Surge Protection for the entire home. Choose from
precision Hydraulic-Magnetic or Thermal options. Locking devices, lugs, ground and neutral bar
kits, conduit hubs, sealing rings and more. Canadian Load Centers. Breakthrough design
features a white enclosure housing to coordinating with white circuit breakers. Have Questions

or Ready to Buy? Have a Leviton Load Center specialist contact you. What is the Leviton Load
Center? How is the Leviton Load Center installed? What types of circuit breakers does Leviton
offer? Why do Leviton hydraulic magnetic circuit breakers sometimes feel warm to the touch?
How does construction and current flow affect temperature? Does this affect performance?
When would you use a 2-pole AFCI breaker? How do circuit breakers reset after a trip? What
safety features does the Leviton Load Center offer? What are some of the benefits of choosing
Leviton smart circuit breakers? I already have a Leviton Load Center. How do I make it smart? If
I choose Leviton smart circuit breakers and I use solar energy, will they measure the current
produced by the panels? Not at this time. Do I need Wi-Fi to make my panel a smart panel?
What is the name of the app and where can I find it? Can the My Leviton app be used on the
computer? How do users manage their smart circuit breakers through the My Leviton app? Can
contractors be added as notification recipients? How accurately can the circuit breakers
measure energy consumption? Can circuit breakers be remotely turned back ON once tripped
remotely? Circuit breakers must be manually turned on after being remotely turned off. Does
Leviton sell or share data collected thru the My Leviton app? Can someone hack into my system
and turn off my circuit breakers or access my data? How does the price compare to the current
offering? Do you plan on adding other capabilities like Data Analytics or Artificial Intelligence?
These specifications are complete CSI 3-part and Canadian CSC architectural specs that can
easily be downloaded, customized for your project, and included in your master spec for future
use. Main Menu. Leviton Statement. Automation - Smart Home. Motion Sensors. Plugs and
Connectors. Color Change Kits. Decora Smart Overview. Adapters and Extensions. Wall Switch
Motion Sensors. Connected Home. Voice, Data, Video Distribution. Power Supplies. Voice, Data,
TV Panels. TV Distribution. Full Size Panels. QuickPlate Wallplates. QuickPort Wallplates.
Single-Gang Wallplates. Access Control. Submetering Products. Electrical Wiring Devices.
Network Solutions. Building Automation. Taps and Adapters. Compact Type. Candle Socket.
Shell Lampholders. Network Solutions Home. Medical Grade Power Strips. Temporary Power
Boxes. Manual Motor Controllers. Surge Protective Modules. Portable Outlet Boxes. Commercial
Buildings. Strategic Alliances. Network Technology Alliances. Learn more and download our
app guide. Do you own or work for a professional electrical installation company? You can now
receive enhanced support as well as earn rewards for every device you enroll to the cloud. If
you are a manufacturer of a smart home product that you would like to connect to our Devices,
the Works With Leviton Partner Program is what you are looking for. We provide all the
resources for you to plan, build, market, and launch your integration with our devices. Drop us a
line using the web form to discuss your integration with the Leviton team. My Leviton Take
control of your home. Home Products My Leviton. View real-time energy consumption: total
aggregate, individual circuit, or trends by day, week, month, and year View system status in real
time and detect if critical loads need to be addressed Via remote firmware updates, get the
latest protection capabilities and newest features. Learn More. Contact Us. Main Menu. Leviton
Statement. Automation - Smart Home. Motion Sensors. Plugs and Connectors. Color Change
Kits. Decora Smart Overview. Adapters and Extensions. Wall Switch Motion Sensors.
Connected Home. Voice, Data, Video Distribution. Power Supplies. Voice, Data, TV Panels. TV
Distribution. Full Size Panels. QuickPlate Wallplates. QuickPort Wallplates. Single-Gang
Wallplates. Access Control. Submetering Products. Electrical Wiring Devices. Network
Solutions. Building Automation. Taps and Adapters. Compact Type. Candle Socket. Shell
Lampholders. Network Solutions Home. Medical Grade Power Strips. Temporary Power Boxes.
Manual Motor Controllers. Surge Protective Modules. Portable Outlet Boxes. Commercial
Buildings. Strategic Alliances. Network Technology Alliances. What will your circuits tell you?
Select each callout to learn more about the Leviton Smart Load Center. Not applicable to Main
breaker. All circuit breakers must be manually turned back ON. Watch the Video. Energy Use
View real-time energy consumption: total aggregate, individual circuit, or trends by day, week,
month, and year Calculate your approximate total energy cost
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per month. Control Remotely turn OFF any circuit breaker 1 View system status in real time and
detect if critical loads need to be addressed. Have Questions or Ready to Buy? Have a Leviton
Load Center specialist contact you. Main Menu. Leviton Statement. Automation - Smart Home.
Motion Sensors. Plugs and Connectors. Color Change Kits. Decora Smart Overview. Adapters
and Extensions. Wall Switch Motion Sensors. Connected Home. Voice, Data, Video Distribution.
Power Supplies. Voice, Data, TV Panels. TV Distribution. Full Size Panels. QuickPlate Wallplates.
QuickPort Wallplates. Single-Gang Wallplates. Access Control. Submetering Products.

Electrical Wiring Devices. Network Solutions. Building Automation. Taps and Adapters.
Compact Type. Candle Socket. Shell Lampholders. Network Solutions Home. Medical Grade
Power Strips. Temporary Power Boxes. Manual Motor Controllers. Surge Protective Modules.
Portable Outlet Boxes. Commercial Buildings. Strategic Alliances. Network Technology
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